Mission x2 – The Primal Hunt
briefing
gd-wings
For Standalone mission:
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A strange coded message on the agency servers breaks the monotony of a tranquil day: it appears to relate the
coordinates of a small military outpost in the middle of the jungle.
The agents are called to the briefing: “We do not know the nature or the origin of this message, but we do
recognize geographical coordinates. Plus, we are sure this is not a Xeno communication.”
“AGENTS, your mission is to reach these coordinates, and check the sector. We must discover what is happening
there.”
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[SPECIAL EVENT d will appear as the 1st event, SPECIAL EVENT b as the 5th, , SPECIAL EVENT E
as the 9th and SPECIAL EVENT C as the 13th EVENT].

special mission rules
XENO-HUNTER AGENT:
One of the players should personify the Xeno-Hunter Agent. He sets up his Agent Profile Sheet [Tactics, Skills, Weapons
and Devices], but is not deployed at the beginning of the mission, and does not play any of his Agent or
Alien turns until Special Event D is drawn.
The Xeno-Hunter Agent is a Generic class, therefore, he can only use Generic Weapons, Skills and Devices.
He cannot be healed by other agents with any Healing Weapon, Ability or Device, and can only recover Health Points
by using his own Medikit Device [either starting equipment or found with a Search Action].
EVENT phase:
Skip the Event phase until at least one agent reaches Waypoint 1. Once done, perform Event phases as normal.
Aliens turn:
Skip any Alien turn until the Special Event D card is drawn.

MISSION SPECIAL ACTIONS
SEARCH:
Agents may use the Search Action in any ship’s room of the S1 and S2 maps.
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objectives

								
The mission ends in the Strategy phase after the Special Event C card is drawn.

Mission report

next
mission

Mission Accomplished

N/A

Mission Partially
Accomplished

N/A

Mission Failed

N/A

Mission Status
The Xeno-Hunter Agent reached Waypoint 4 before the end of the
mission.

The Xeno-Hunter Agent did not reach Waypoint 4 at the end of the
mission.
The Xeno-Hunter Agent is dead

special event cards effects
Read this chapter only when the related SPECIAL EVENT CARD is drawn
The Agents are patrolling the jungle, but without any apparent results. All at once, their datapads receive a message; a single word appears on the display – “WAIT.” Then, two eyes appear amidst
the vegetation! A powerful Xeno-Hunter stands before the agents. Titanium growls, “You bastard...”
and raises his Vulcan, but Chromium stops him, just in time. “Wait! It doesn’t look hostile.” The
alien uses his technology to connect to the agents data-pads and writes, “A new menace flies in
your skies. Join me, and we will see its undoing.” Then, HQ calls.
“Alpha Agent, this is HQ, do you copy? A large Xeno ship just appeared in a desert area close to
your position.”
“HQ, this is Alpha Agent, copy that. We know about it, commander. If we come back from here alive,
we’ve got something you’ll really want to hear!!! Alpha Agent, out.”
As Chromium nods to the Xeno-Hunter, a new message appears on the data-pads. “Let the hunt begin.”
Among whirling blue lights, the agents find themselves, with the Xeno-Hunter, inside the alien
vessel. The screen blinks again. “I can find my prey by tracking its pheromones. Your instruments
mark its position as Waypoint 2. Follow me.”

EFFECTS:
Place the Xeno-Hunter Agent figure adjacent to Waypoint 1. Starting on the next round, the player
controlling the Xeno-Hunter Agent plays his Agent and Aliens turn as normal.
Move all the agents [including the Xeno-Hunter Agent] to the Hexes adjacent to the #1 Hex Mark inside
the S1 map. Agents cannot leave the S1-S2 maps until the end of the mission.
IF Waypoint 2 is reached by the Xeno-Hunter Agent before Event B is resolved, then, at the start of
the next Event phase, draw and discard cards from the Events deck until Event B is drawn. Apply all
its effects. Ignore any effects of the discarded Event cards.
Teleport one Signal on each T.P.
If Xeno-Hunter Agent reached Waypoint 2:

If Xeno-Hunter Agent did not reach Waypoint 2:

EFFECTS:

EFFECTS:

The Xeno-Hunter Agent gains an Ammo token and
recovers 1 Health Point [if possible].

Place one Red Xeno-Morph
adjacent to the
Xeno-Hunter Agent [if not possible, place it as
closes as possible] and immediately activate it.

The agents watch as the Xeno-Hunter scans the
room for traces picked up by his instruments.
The hunter collects some material and sends a
new message. “My prey has been here, but its
traces keep moving toward another location. You
will read it as Waypoint 3 on your instruments,
follow me.” As the Xeno-Hunter leaves, sharp
claws pierce a grate in the floor.

Place one Red Xeno-Morph
agent farthest from Waypoint 2.
Put the Close Encounter #X1
the Close Encounter deck.

adjacent to the
card on top of

If Waypoint 3 is reached by the Xeno-Hunter Agent
before Event E is resolved, then, at the start
of the next Event phase, draw and discard from
the Events deck until Event E is drawn. Apply all
its effects. Ignore any effects of the discarded
Event cards.
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The Xeno-Hunter pauses to check his instruments
and sends another message. “Prey heading
toward another location. Waypoint 3 on your
instruments, follow me.” Suddenly, a grate just
above the Hunter falls from the ceiling and
a horrible Xeno-Morph falls upon him, clawing
ripping fiercely.

Put the Close Encounter #X1
the Close Encounter deck.

card on top of

IF Waypoint 3 is reached by the Xeno-Hunter Agent
before Event E is resolved, then, at the start
of the next Event phase, draw and discard from
the Events deck until Event E is drawn. Apply all
its effects. Ignore any effects of the discarded
Event cards.

If Xeno-Hunter Agent reached Waypoint 3:

If Xeno-Hunter Agent did not reach Waypoint 3:

EFFECTS:

EFFECTS:

Starting on the next round, the Xeno-Hunter Agent
adds +2
on each melee attack until the end
of the mission.

Place two Red Xeno-Morph
adjacent to
the Xeno-Hunter Agent [if not possible, place them
as close as possible] and immediately activate
it.

The Hunter growls in rage as its tracker checks
the second room. On the agents data-pads, a
message appears. “It is MINE! I have found it!
Humans, follow me to Waypoint 4!”
The Xeno-Hunter looks forward in madness as two
Xeno-Morph appear close by. The alien hunter
gestures them forward and the agents understand,
for this race, battle is everything.

Place two Red Xeno-Morph
adjacent to
the Xeno-Hunter Agent [if not possible, place them
as close as possible].
Put the Close Encounter #X1
the Close Encounter deck.

card on top of

IF Waypoint 4 is reached by the Xeno-Hunter Agent
before Event C is resolved, then, at the start
of the next Event phase, draw and discard from
the Events deck until Event C is drawn. Apply all
its effects. Ignore any effects of the discarded
Event cards.
If Xeno-Hunter Agent reached Waypoint 4:

The hunt reaches its climax. In the room there
is a monstrous creature never seen before. Its
almost-regal head crowned by a bony protrusion
and its tail armed with a sharp spike.
The Xeno-Hunter removes his helmet, revealing
his hideous grin, and goes berserk! His blades
cross the claws of the monster, severely wounding
both combatants.
Driven by his bloodlust, the Xeno-Hunter pierces
the monster’s throat, but, in the last instants
of life, the creature pierces the hunter’s chest
with its sharp tail. Drunk with victory, the
hunter takes a small device from his belt and
throws it against a wall, shattering it. The
agents suddenly see the sky and the ground below
and realize this is no longer their fight. The
Alpha Agent orders the retreat and then jumps,
opening his parachute. The other agents follow.

Suddenly, the Xeno-Hunter spins around as a more
recent trace overlaps the former. A growl of
rage explodes from beneath the alien helmet as
the agents data-pads receive a message. “It is
MINE! I have found it! Humans, follow me to
Waypoint 4!” At the same time, two Xeno-Morph
appear from a nearby corridor, attacking with
inhuman savagery.

Put the Close Encounter #X1
the Close Encounter deck.

card on top of

IF Waypoint 4 is reached by the Xeno-Hunter Agent
before Event C is resolved, then, at the start
of the next Event phase, draw and discard from
the Events deck until Event C is drawn. Apply all
its effects. Ignore any effects of the discarded
Event cards.

If Xeno-Hunter Agent did not reach Waypoint 4:

A jolt followed by a deafening noise makes clear
a hunt does not always end in the death of the
prey. A pod launches from the ship. The XenoHunter takes off his helmet and throws it away in
rage and frustration, revealing his monstrous
countenance. His anger shows with a growl of
hate that sounds like the bellowing roar of
a lion. Then, after a moment of silence, the
hunter activates his teleport device and, in
the familiar whirling of blue lights, the agents
return to the jungle where it all began.

EFFECTS:
The mission ends in the next Strategy phase.

EFFECTS:
The mission ends in the next Strategy phase.

debriefing
Mission Accomplished

As the parachutes float in the moist air, the agents think back to what happened and to the number of dark
creatures dwelling in our galaxy. Their feet finally meet the ground as the familiar noise of helicopter
blades herald the end of the mission. It will not be an easy task to find the right words for this debriefing.

Mission Partially Accomplished
The hunter leaves a last message on the data-pads, before disappearing into the forest. “My hunt is not
over yet. Perhaps, we shall meet again, but probably not on the same side.”

Mission Failed

The wounds suffered by the Xeno-Hunter are countless and his green blood is everywhere. As his end draws
near and the possible failure of his lifelong hunt grows, the hunter activates a device on his arm and
charges his enemies in a desperate, final attack. There is honor in the death of many enemies.
The explosion shatters the hull of the alien vessel, compromising it, and forcing the agents to jump
through the hull breach created by the Hunter’s last assault. As the parachutes open, the agents think
about the strange joke destiny played on them this time.
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